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Abstract 

The book “Open Work” written by Umberto Eco in 1962, approaches the 20 th 

Century Art form a different perspective and aims to form a wide range of scope on 

prominent branches of art as well as Plastic Arts. 

In this respect, some approaches suggest that art should not be under the sole control 

of the artist and the viewer can also contribute to the art – piece as a member  of the 

composition thanks to the interaction to be set –up with the viewer. He supports this approach 

with the term “mobile structure”. 

When it comes to “Plastic Arts”, it is said that the art of painting attracts the most 

attention and the understanding of art differs completely form traditional painting in the 20 

the century. Unlike the traditional understanding of art which has been in progress since 

drawing on cave walls, considered the existence of art, the coincides with the ear when the 

artists acted unconsciously. Right after the Second World War, artists are observed to look for 

more different forms of creativity. During the same period, artists exhibited similar 

approaches at two separate parts of the world parallel with Abstract Expressionism seen in the 

U.S. A, Informal Art was on the stage in Europe. 

In this study, Informal Art and reflections will be examined base on Umberto Eco‟s 

book “Open Work”. 
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1. Introduction 

Umberto Eco is expressing Plastic Arts in terms of “Informal Art” as a support on his poetic 

which he uses in his book “Open Work”. While mentioning the “mobile structure “approaches 

which he expresses using general terms, he reflects its direct counterpart in plastic arts over 

the informal. Art without a form (informal) includes full independent approach in the 

understanding of art and a manifesto claiming that mobility should be in the prominence. It 

can be emphasized that production stages and periods is more essential rather than the 

outcomes of the art work. In support of this, it is possible to say that the art work is completed 

together with full integration with the viewer. 
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The concept “Open Work” is a whole of expressions of Umberto Eco. His thesis here is that 

we should handle the organic bond between the viewer and the artwork aesthetically and 

should study it with all phases through which the production is realized. Mehmet Rıfat 

touches upon this issue as follows; “In this book, it is claimed that musical achievements and 

literature and plastic artworks exist thanks to their ability to create and lead to interpretations 

multiple”. (Rıfat, 2008, p. 167) 

2. Informal Art and Its Reflections in Terms of “Open Work” 

“Open Work” handles Plastic Arts though the perspective of Informal Art can be considered 

to be the name given to the art in Europe seen at the same time as the Abstract Expressionism 

in America. There are some definitions in the literature regarding this issue. 

Those artists who recognize Informal Art destroy the classical art approach in a way. The 

purpose of these artists was to get rid of bout figurative approach and some principles 

considered to be milestones of drawing. 

They were going to be able to use them unilaterally, consciously and in an unbalanced way. 

Using such an approach, it can be seen that they aimed to establish a totally unique concept 

with their own a structuralism. 

With this current, strict art morphology was not employed any more and they tried to use 

shapes out of form. Unlike the Abstract Expressionism, which existed during get rid of some 

habits coming form traditional approach of painting. With this respect the representatives of 

informal art did not completely lose control on their own inner world. There was kind of semi 

– control. The plastic elements of painting, the concepts of form, composition and color show 

up a little. 

“Informal shares the general quality of all open works at first glance. We can see 

epistemologic structures in the informal; there are the structural analyses of a widespread 

theoretical recognition (not of a certain theory, of widely accepted cultural belief); apart from 

the ct of forming, they represent the reflections of thoughts obtained through contemporary 

scientific methods, uncertainity categories of natural phenomena and the validity of statistical 

distribution in arts. So, the informal questions categories of causality, two valuable logics, 

connection of monosemy and the principle of impossibility of the third state.” (Eco, 2016, 

p.189)  

Informal, is the abbreviation of the French expression “art informal” and it entered the Art 

History as a style of 1940‟s. As its name suggests, “informal” finds its meaning as a 

movement against geometric abstraction. Informal does not emphasize on the form; instead, it 

tries to emphasize spontaneous and unexamined nature of the process of painting in order to 

immediately reflect its spirit. That way, the process of painting gains more importance than 

the finished outcome of art. Informal art is an international style and it is seem in Art History 

in different forms; among these are tachisme, action painting, abstract expressionism and art 

brut. 



Eco defines “Open Work” as follows: “The definition of “Open” work, should be separated 

from some other possible and commonplace meanings in order not to cause any 

misunderstandings of terminology despite the role it plays while displaying its dialectic 

relationship between the structure and the interpreter actually, the qualities of “integrity” and 

“openness” of an art piece is one of the discussion topics of aesthetic theories.” (Eco, 2016, 

p.65 -66) 

In terms of aesthetics, “Open Work” aims to help the viewers interpret the artworks freely and 

in the frame of these interpretations, it also aims to contribute unique interpretations apart 

from those dictated. These interpretations can be shown to take form in different thoughts 

without any repetition depending on the viewer and the variables of emotion and time. Emre 

Zeytinoğlu, mentions “Attack against Structural Thought: “Open Work”” in his article in 

magazine on the internet; 

“Any artwork in “Art History”, whether it is a religious monosemic figure or it is an abstract 

painting, is open for viewer‟s interpretation indisputably. Even those artworks with the 

strictest rules and with a strict monosemic view, will not be able to evade feeling the effects 

of countless interpretations when applied to perspectives of ether eras. The aesthetic 

perspective is also trying to open new doors to discover new interpretations and new 

possibilities. Eco her puts forward an opinion about the paintings of Jackson Pollock; for 

example let us take a look one of his paintings (picture 1). The irregularity of indicators, the 

disorder of counters, and the fragmentation of figures all invite the viewer to set up a network 

of connections. The unique behavior that the indicator has determined creates a drift and helps 

the creator rediscover his /her own orientation.” (Zeytinoğlu, 2015) 

 

Picture 1:Jackson Pollock, Convergency, 237,5 x 393,7 cm, Oil on Canvas., 1952 
 



Throughout history, we can say that artists have generally tended to leave traces of mystery in 

artwork in their artwork. This has helped his work to stay vivid and in interaction with the 

viewer. Here are Eco‟s supportive expressions; 

“….mobile structure is a possibility for a lot of personal enterprise but these are not random 

and out of shape; an invitation free form necessity and certainty for the world the artist has 

always wished us to enter 

That way, the artist presents an artwork to be completed; he / she has no idea about how to 

complete it, but once completed, he / she knows that it will be his own, not someone else‟s 

and also knows that it will be his/her own style that comes out after the dialogues of 

interpretation even if it is constructed unpredictably; because it is the artist himself /herself 

who structures, directs and creates and predicts possibilities for natural requirements of 

development in the frame of a certain logic.” (Eco, 2016, p. 91) 

“In order that an artwork can be meaningful for those who perceive it, it should depend on 

meaning and values obtained from previous experiences and interacted with qualities 

presented by the artwork itself.” (Eco, 2016, p .100) 

With this purpose, the “Open Work” poetica Umberto Eco touched upon included “informal” 

into its general scope and he even put it into the definition with a board sense. 

Mentioning the poetica of  “Informal art” as a quality of contemporary painting includes a 

generalization; “ Informal has turned into a definition by pulling itself out of a criticism 

category and by including artist like Wols (picture 2), Bryen (picture 3), real tachisme, action 

painting, J‟brut, l‟artoute specialists, e.t.c. At this point informal category goes into a broader 

definition of open work poetica.” (Eco, 2016, p.183) 

 

Picture2:Wols (Alfred Otto Wolfgang Schulze), la grenade bleue, 46 x 33 cm,Oil on Canvas., 1946. 

 



 

Picture3:CamilleByren, New York, 146 x 114  cm, Oil on Canvas., 1955 

Art world; in 1950‟s artists who recognized informal art looked for a creation unique for 

themselves by using a traditional art approach. Together with on its own, they devised some 

individual methods of expression. Rather than sticking to one single style, a polyphonic 

language came into being usually free brush beats and thick layer of paint were seen on the 

painting. Similar to the “abstract expressionism” that simultaneously in America, it is possible 

to come across various phases of production; this movement includes artists who created not 

only figurative works but also non-figurative one‟s. Although it is centered in Paris, its effects 

spreaded onto many part of Europe, especially Spain, Italy and German. 

Informal Art is only one of the new style that got spread during and after the 2
nd

 World War in 

Europe, where similar currents existed at the time, and if was an art approach of importance.  

Amy Demsey wrote these as to this issue; “Informal Art (Art without a form) was the name 

given to the abstract painting with gesture with dominated the international art world in 

Europe from mid – 1940‟s to the end of 1950‟s, and it was found out by French writer, 

sculptor and jazz musician Michel Tapies (1909 – 1987) although there was a controversy 

among some other term like Lyric Abstraction, Painting of an Object, tachisme.” (Dempsey, 

2007, p. 184) 

The artists of the era usually applied to their own spirituality during the phase of creating a 

new style. This spirituality comes into being in the form of lyric abstraction. During this phase 

of creation artists used to associate their personalization with authenticity, automaticity, 

emotion and movement. They used to consider the time concept in the adventure of 

investment while making up their artwork. 



Those artists who were interested in Informal Art were aware of innovative approach at the 

time and they weren‟t much interested in silhouette of the form, which was in harmony with 

American Action Painting. 

With this respect, the style of expressionist painting was affected by Paris school at the 

beginning; however, after 1950, there existed artists who were in pursuit of new style and 

meaning everywhere in Europe. They all followed this movement. 

We already mentioned that the definition of “Informal” was invented by Michel Tapies, who 

considered the new understanding of painting as a seal of off form. Psychologically in the 

existence of the approach the surrealist roots of automatism have their effects psychologically. 

Informal art does not include figurative traces, but it consists of abrupt movements and 

regular orders of words, which come out all of sudden. As well as terms of integration, color 

is basic element commonly in painting as a changeable element. 

Techniques related with the use of mixed colors and materials can make up a different 

method, which is there dimensional like sand and which has a material quality easy to 

understand for the viewer, not with previous materials of painting. Free style, which is an 

inspiration for the inner world, can be considered to make up the mobility of painting and the 

creation process of Informal Art in which coincidence is dominant. 

“Eco tried to sharpen the definition of “Open Work” an explains further the “completeness” 

and “openness” of an artwork. The artwork, according to Eco, „is the final product of an 

artist‟s effort to organize a communicative effect in such a way that every viewer interpret it 

in his /her own way‟. The viewer join in a game between a stimulant based on his / her 

understanding of piece according to his / her own affection and mental capacity and his / her 

response to this stimulant” (Avşar, 2016, p. 99 -117) 

The permanent artists who spreaded Informal Art in Europe and worked toward this goal are; 

considered the founder Wols (A.O. Wolfgan Schulze) (1913 -1951) (picture 4) with, Hans 

Hartung (1904 – 1989) (picture 5), Alfred Manessier (1911 – 1993) (picture 6), George 

Mathieu (1921 --)(picture 7).Henri Michaux (1899 – 1984) (picture 8), Serge Poliakoff (1900 

– 1969) (picture 9), Jean – Paul Riopelle (1923 -2002) (picture 10), AntoniTapies (1923 – 

2012) Picture 11). (Eschenburg, 2005, p.621) 



 

Picture4: Wols (A.O. Wolfgan Schulze), Painting, 81, 81,1 cm., Oil on Canvas.,  1946. 

 

 

Picture5: Hans Hartung, Etching 5, 23,8 X 28,7 cm.Etching, 1953 

 



 

Picture6: Alfired Manessier, Figur ve Pietism, 146,7 X 97,2 cm, Oil on Canvas, 1944-45. 

 

 

Picture7: George Mathieu, Concontrated Escape, 92 X 173 cm, Oil on Canvas, 1987. 

 



 

Picture8: Henri Michaux, Abstract Composition  VI, 56 X 36 cm,  Special paper lithography,, 1984. 

 

 

 

Picture9. Serge Poliakoff, Grey, Red and Yellow Composition, 50, 5 X 69 cm, lithography,1960 

 



 

Picture10. Jean-Paul Riopelle, 76,5 X 90, 5 inch ,Forest Burning, 1955. 

 

 

Picture11     o           Grey Relief and Black                                 

 

 

 

 



3. Conculusion 

It cannot be denied abrupt reactions reflected obviously from human sub – conscience in the 

frame of mobile structure expression which is handled by open Work and informal poetica. 

Also, it bears an interactive process with the interpretation of the vividness of the excitement 

which is felt during the time when it is written or painted on a canvas. 

 What Umberto Eco mentioned and supported in his book “Open Work” is actually the 

abstract expressionism and wider version of manifestos of Informal Art. Artists have an aim 

to help the viewers to bring out shape and imaginations in their brains on an abstract platform. 

While doing this, the production phases and some possible surprises helped to depend on the 

coincidental out coming by getting away from the dialect of traditional painting.  

The effort to get rid of the adventure to build a connection with live material by way of 

overcoming personal sensitivity during. The process of creation and it can be seen that he / 

she begins to create something like a gate between different dimensions on earth. 

If we can see and touch what we have around us, we usually believe that they really exist 

without doubt. However, if we cannot touch but see them only, we still continue to believe 

although we have doubts. It was like this until today. Though In the light of latest scientific 

researches and data obtained through monitoring techniques. 

We have learned that all presumptions are invalidated in micro and macro scale and the 

nucleus of the atom is not something like an apricot seed which is building block of 

everything in the universe including the mankind, but he himself is made up of electrons. 

Because of this new finding which transforms all mass reality into supernatural, we can say 

that we are experiencing a situation in which we do not exactly know what is real or unreal. 
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